
SirenumGo is the latest o�ering from the world’s 
leading supplier of workforce management for the 
sta�ng industry. Built to facilitate volunteer management
during this time of crisis, SirenumGo lets you easily 
onboard your volunteers and capture their skills and 
availability so you can quickly match them to your 
constituents’ needs. 

With the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, organisations
are struggling to meet the needs of their constituents
without an operating facility or enough sta�. Thankfully,
there are large numbers of volunteers ready and willing to 
help. 

The biggest challenge organisations now face is easily  
matching those volunteers to the needs of the 
constituents while accounting for volunteer skills and 
resources and prioritising those most in need.  While some
teams are relying on tools like email and group texting, 
it’s clear that neither is up to the task.

With SirenumGo, in just a few clicks, you can be confident 
that the most vulnerable members of your community won’t 
go without.    

 

Benefits
• Easily onboard new 

volunteers via your 
customised SirenumGo
portal 

SirenumGo

Easily Get Support to the People Who Need It

Fact Sheet

 —Benjamin Rubin, CEO & Founder of Sirenum

Streamline volunteer management 

“The volunteer spirit of our team and of those 
volunteering is an inspiration to all of us. We felt it was
vital to contribute our advanced technology to the 
public good.”
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• Quickly capture volunteer 
availability, skills, 
resources, and interests

• Enable on-demand 
volunteering

• Receive and triage inbound
requests for assistance

• Improve your ability to 
reach those in need

• Reduce isolation and 
loneliness among your
constituents



Our mobile app can
transform how

 your volunteers
connect with

your organisation

To learn more about how Sirenum can help you can better manage your pool of volunteers at this
time of crisis, visit sirenumgo.com.

Learn More
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Building and managing rosters is core to 
volunteer management, regardless of task or 
location. Sirenum’s industry-leading scheduling 
engine automates roster management with 
embedded compliance, competency, fatigue and 
risk management. Say goodbye to spreadsheets. 
Say hello to the right volunteer in the right place 
at the right time. Every time. 

Scheduling

Monitoring
Volunteer organisations need confidence that 
their volunteers are where they need to be. 
Around the clock. Good scheduling is crucial, but 
to deliver the best volunteering service to your 
constituents, you also need to monitor your 
volunteers and keep the recipients updated. With 
the increased transparency provided by Sirenum 
monitoring tools, you manage your teams more 
e�ectively and your recipients know what they 
need to know.
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Analytics 
Our analytics suite provides deep insights into all
actions on the Sirenum platform, delivering a 
holistic, real-time picture of your volunteer force,
anytime and on any device. From dashboards to
scheduled reports to deep-dives, Sirenum o�ers 
the leading suite of analytics tools in the workforce 
management market. Built on the award-winning 
Salesforce® analytics platform, our reports and 
dashboards are 100% configurable and can be put 
together within minutes.  


